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A new approach for scalable routing in infrastructure-less wireless mobile networks is presented, requir-
ing minor changes in existing link-state routing protocols and aggregating routing information with dif-
ferent levels of granularity into a hierarchy. The obtained results show that this routing scheme has better
performance and is more efficient, exchanging up to ten times less routing traffic than other routing solu-
tions. The proposed solution is particularly useful in large-scale scenarios, being robust against mobility
phenomena, allowing limited wireless devices such as sensors and mobile phones to be part of these
networks.
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1. Introduction (DSDV) [2], the ‘‘Clusterhead Gateway Switch Routing protocol’’
The generalized spread of wireless capable devices has recently
allowed users to be more and more connected to different services,
requiring only the presence of an infrastructure capable of sup-
porting them. However, in the near future, users are expected to
own several gadgets requiring wireless connections [1], demand-
ing a considerable amount of physical resources from the available
infrastructures.

The required infrastructure for the massive every day use of
wireless devices is still not a reality in many areas, and represent
a major problem on the creation of wireless networks for these de-
vices. In order to cope with the lack of existing infrastructures, the
concept of Ad-hoc networks has been proposed, creating a multi-
hop network where each wireless node behaves as router. How-
ever, these networks which typically need to handle mobility, do
not scale with the existing routing protocols.

Considering mobile Ad-hoc networks (MANETs) for future wire-
less communication, a number of routing schemes has already
been proposed. Focusing on the topology-based routing protocols,
which do not require any additional mechanism for node’s position
awareness such as Global Positioning Systems (GPS) or other posi-
tioning schemes, proposals have been developed for both proactive
and reactive routing protocols.

Proactive routing protocols for MANETs were inspired by the
typical protocols used in wired networks, based on the periodic ex-
change of update messages in order to maintain the routing tables.
Some well known proactive routing protocols are the ‘‘highly
dynamic Destination Sequenced Distance-Vector routing protocol’’
ll rights reserved.
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(CGSR) [3], the ‘‘Dynamic Address RouTing for scalable Ad-hoc
and mesh networks’’ (DART) [4] and the ‘‘Optimized Link-State
Routing protocol’’ (OLSR) [5].

Proposed as an alternative to the expensive periodic update of
proactive routing schemes, reactive protocols were introduced,
performing route discoveries on-demand and avoiding the waste
of resources experienced with proactive solutions. This approach
seems more suitable for mobile Ad-hoc networks where topology
changes occur constantly. However, on-demand solutions suffer
from an initial delay on retrieving a routing path which may not
be acceptable and the flooding for route retrieval may be too
expensive. In this category, the ‘‘Dynamic Source Routing Protocol’’
(DSR) [6], the ‘‘Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing Proto-
col’’ (AODV) [7] or, one of the most recent, the ‘‘Dynamic MANET
On-demand Routing Protocol’’ (DYMO) [8], represent some of the
existing reactive protocols.

Despite the existing literature, efficiently keeping a MANET scal-
able is still an open issue. The usage of clusters or alternative hier-
archies, such as [9] or [10], aim specifically at this issue, but
typically require complex mechanisms or additional hardware to
achieve their goals. Other approaches such as the ‘‘Fisheye’’ and
‘‘Hazy Sighted Link State’’ Routing Protocols [11,12], aim at main-
taining scalable routing mechanisms by having imprecise or
slightly out-of-date routing information regarding distant nodes.
While these mechanisms reduce the amount of routing information
and new versions have been proposed [13], they do not support
clusters nor do they take into account a well defined network hier-
archy as this work does.

A new concept named as Deferred Routing is defined, using both
clusters and a well defined hierarchy. Moreover, the required
changes for a link-state routing scheme are presented, without the
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need of any particular changes in the existing wireless technologies.
By assigning different granularity levels of routing information to
each existing cluster, scalable routing in MANETs is achieved. Each
node will solely keep detailed information about its own cluster,
and will maintain aggregated information about the network
according to a pre-defined cluster hierarchy, allowing smaller and
more stable routing tables. Routing decisions are cluster-based,
being postponed to further clusters in the hierarchy if necessary,
without previously knowing the entire path taken. This routing ap-
proach can be used with any link-state routing protocol, such as the
OLSR protocol, requiring only minor changes to its routing messages.

In Section 2 the Deferred Routing approach is described, pre-
senting the overall idea behind the concept and the necessary
changes required to adapt a link-state routing protocol. A method-
ology for the evaluation of the Deferred Routing scheme is then de-
fined in Section 3, presenting two distinct scenarios with different
characteristics representing a University Department and a possi-
ble campus with a total area of 3 km2. The obtained results are pre-
sented in Section 4, comparing them with the OLSR, C-OLSR and
AODV routing protocols. An overview of existing related work is in-
cluded in Section 5 and finally, in Section 6, the final thoughts on
this work are presented.

2. Description of the Deferred Routing concept

This concept presents a new perspective on how scalable rout-
ing can be achieved in large wireless networks, handling mobility
phenomenons with minor disruptions. An important aspect of
the presented work is the usage of the Deferred Routing approach,
applied in conjunction with a typical clustering mechanism and an
existing link-state routing protocol, requiring only minor changes
to fully implement this routing scheme. For instance, the general-
ized Max–Min [14], or the NSLOC [15] clustering algorithms could
be used for grouping the nodes according to a predefined number
hops or by using other parameters such as nodes’ geographic posi-
tion or context, while the OLSR protocol could be used for the link-
state routing.

2.1. Deferred Routing

Deferred Routing can shortly be explained as a routing proce-
dure where nodes which lack the necessary information to reach
a destination, postpone this task to other nodes, by choosing
appropriate gateway (Gw) nodes, ensuring that this decision is
taken by nodes closer to the desired destination.

Behaviours close to Deferred Routing can be found in everyday
tasks such as driving. Typically, when one drives within one’s liv-
ing/working area, most of the possible routes are already well
known and predefined, not requiring much thinking when choos-
ing the best path to be taken. However, when a journey to a less
well known location has to be taken, some careful planning is nec-
essary. Despite being easy to have access to maps with all the
existing roads, choosing the final route to reach the desired desti-
nation may require considering aspects, such as distance, traffic
and road quality.

The most common solution for routing when driving is to
choose highways, heading towards known locations, to specific
exit points such as borders. In fact, when travelling long distances,
it might not only be harder to get accurate maps, but it is also a
demanding task to consider all the possible alternative routes to
reach a destination. Again, a typical and easy solution to solve this
problem is to simply drive towards well known and marked areas,
such as capitals, important cities, regions or even countries. These
landmarks act as gateways for the driver, and throughout the jour-
ney, more and more detailed information will be available on the
road signs when the driver gets closer to a certain destination.
Taking into account this everyday routing approach, adapting it
to computer networks is straightforward and will allow a signifi-
cant improvement in routing performance when compared with
typical routing approaches for wireless Ad-hoc networks. More-
over, this scheme limits the impact of node mobility as it relies
on condensed views of the network, such that a node moving from
one cluster to another (a cluster can be seen as a city or region in a
map), will not impact someone travelling from a more distant
cluster (which can correspond to a country).

2.1.1. A cluster hierarchy for Deferred Routing
Similarly to any road map, a well defined organization of clus-

ters is essential to allow an efficient understanding of the network.
For this purpose a binary tree hierarchy is defined for Deferred
Routing, assigning clusters to contexts and defining different gran-
ularity levels. The clustering process is out of the scope of this work
as any clustering scheme can be used; thus all cluster maintenance
aspects such as the update of nodes’ Cluster ID depend on the used
clustering scheme. Moreover, the cluster creation mechanism may
rely on existing context information such as user provided infor-
mation or even positioning awareness [16].

Different hierarchical routing approaches have already been de-
fined by several authors to handle routing in Ad-hoc networks,
however these works do not effectively handle the dynamic behav-
iour of such networks, relying on well defined structures which are
hard to maintain or on specific hardware for devices connecting
different levels of the hierarchy, as further described in Section 5.

The proposed hierarchy for Deferred Routing is mostly virtual,
except for the leaf clusters. This hierarchy mimics a typical road
map, where a cluster can be within different virtual clusters with
several granularity levels. This allows information to be aggregated
with different levels of detail, similarly to a map which has coun-
tries, regions, cities, blocks, and so on. This allows the optimization
of a routing table, keeping more concise information about distant
clusters, and being more resilient to node mobility, since nodes
changing clusters will not render any changes to most of the nodes’
routing tables as they only keep aggregated views of the network.
Only neighbour clusters are affected by the addition or deletion of
a node in their brother cluster, reducing the normal overhead of
such an operation.

Algorithm 1: View determination algorithm

procedure Determine_ViewðCIDown; CIDforeignÞ
levelown  GET_LEVELðCIDownÞ
levelforeign  GET_LEVELðCIDforeignÞ
if levelforeign > levelownthen// Needs to be Raised

CIDforeign  JOIN_VIEWðCIDforeign; levelforeign � levelownÞ
else

if levelforeign < levelownthen
CIDown  JOIN_VIEWðCIDown; levelown � levelforeignÞ

end if
end if
if CIDownmod2 ¼ 0 then //To check if the CIDs are
‘‘brothers’’

even �1
else

even 1
end if
whileCIDown þ even – CIDforeignandCIDown – CIDforeign do

// Perform a join until both CIDs are at the same level
CIDforeign  JOIN_VIEWðCIDforeign;1Þ
CIDown  JOIN_VIEWðCIDforeign;1Þ

(continued on next page)
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if CIDownmod2 ¼ 0 then
even �1

else
even 1

end if
end while
return CIDown

end procedure
procedure JOIN_VIEWðCID; nlevelÞ

CIDnew  d½CID� ð2nlevelþ1 � 2Þ�=2nlevele
return CIDnew

end procedure
procedureGET_LEVEL(CID)

Level blog2ðCIDþ 1Þc
return Level

end procedure
Fig. 1 represents a network hierarchy suitable for Deferred
Routing and the corresponding clusters. The previously mentioned
binary tree is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the identifiers (IDs) from 1
to 5 are aggregated views of the network, containing several clus-
ters. The actual network is depicted in Fig. 1(b), as it would be rec-
ognized by any cluster in a typical routing approach supporting
clusters. However, this way of representing the network is prone
to mobility disruptions, and requires a large amount of routing
information. With Deferred Routing each cluster has its own un-
ique view of the network, aggregating the remaining clusters into
new ones according to their position within the hierarchy. For
example, with the given tree, a node inserted into the clusters 7
or 8 will only perceive the network as shown in Fig. 1(c), in such
a way that sibling clusters see each other, and clusters in higher
hierarchy levels are joined into new broader clusters. An additional
network view is presented in Fig. 1(d), showing that a cluster in a
higher level will not have more detail about a neighbour cluster,
reinforcing the concept of defining independent regions.

In order to implement the desired network organization, a node
within a cluster must be able to determine its own position in the
hierarchy tree, and how it should keep information about other
clusters. The necessary operations to ensure this process are pre-
sented in Algorithm 1, allowing the determination of the correct
view of neighbour clusters, by aggregating them according to their
level. For instance, referring to Fig. 1 and considering nodes in clus-
ter 7, any routing message received from cluster 9 will be seen as a
message received from cluster 4. This view is determined by consid-
ering the hierarchical position of both clusters, using the View
Determination Algorithm. Since clusters 7 and 9 are not siblings
from the same parent cluster, each one of them will be brought up
to its corresponding parent’s level until both are brother siblings.
Fig. 1. Possible network perspectives for the tree hierarchy.
Thus, cluster view 7 will be raised in the hierarchy (Join_View (7))
becoming view 3 and cluster view 9, following the same procedure
will become view 4. Thus, any node in cluster 7 will only perceive
routing messages received from cluster 4 even though they might
have been sent from cluster 9 or 10. By using such abstraction and
hierarchy, less cluster definitions are required and node mobility,
for instance from cluster 9 to 10 is transparent for other clusters.

Another important task is to check whether or not the observed
information corresponds to an aggregated view containing a nodes’
own cluster. This will represent an unnecessary set of information,
since it has less detail when compared to what is already known by
a node. Algorithm 2 performs the task of determining if a cluster
(contained), is within another cluster (container). This procedure
is important for nodes to assess whether or not to discard received
aggregated information which they may already possess with
higher detail. As an example, routing messages received in cluster
7 from cluster 9, which are ‘‘seen’’ as messages received from clus-
ter 4, will contain information about cluster 3. This results from
nodes in cluster 9, which receive routing messages from this clus-
ter due to the View Determination Algorithm (both clusters 7 and 8
are aggregated into cluster view 3). However, when nodes in clus-
ter 7 receive a routing message containing information about clus-
ter view 3, they must disregard it as they belong to this cluster thus
having more detailed information about it.

2.2. Deferred Routing in a link-state protocol

As previously mentioned, implementing the Deferred Routing
paradigm in a typical link-state protocol is simple, requiring only
some changes in existing routing messages and minor adjustments
in the protocols’ procedures such as including a cluster identifier in
each message and trigger inter cluster routing when required.
Next, all the necessary changes for the OLSR protocol to support
Deferred Routing are presented. Since a new network hierarchy
is used, the required modifications will be focused on including
cluster information in routing messages and mechanisms to handle
the different network views. Moreover, routing between clusters is
introduced, ensuring data delivery in clustered networks.

2.2.1. Routing messages
With the purpose of avoiding the creation of additional routing

messages, the existing routing packets sent by the OLSR link-state
routing protocol should be modified in order to support Deferred
Routing. The necessary changes require the inclusion of a Cluster
Identifier (CID) in every message, representing each cluster, as
names represent geographical locations in a map. Moreover, infor-
mation about Cluster Connectivity should also be included, in both
HELLO and Topology Control (TC) messages, if the OLSR protocol is
considered.

Algorithm 2: Cluster Containment Algorithm

procedure CONTAINS_CLUSTER (container; contained)
if contained < container then

return FALSE
end if
containerlevel  GET_LEVEL(container)
containedlevel  GET_LEVEL(contained)
gap containedlevel � containerlevel

contained  JOIN_VIEWcontained; gap
if contained ¼ container then

return TRUE
else

return FALSE
end if

end procedure
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Algorithm 3: Send Hello Algorithm
procedure SEND_HELLO_MESSAGE

. . .

//Share IP Mappings
message:ip mappingsshared LIST_CREATE()

for each mappingentry in temp ip cluster mappingtable

// Allocate a new Mapping Structure
newtuple Pmo AllocðIp Cluster MappingpmhÞ
newtuple:srcaddr  mappingentry:ipaddr

newtuple:clusterid  mappingentry:clusterid

// Insert new Mapping Entry into a list
LIST_INSERT ðmessage:ip mappingsshared;newtuple; TAILÞ

endfor
// Process Temp Connectivity

for eachclusterentryintemp cluster connectivitytable do
for eachgwentryinclusterentry:gwtable do

if gwentry:exptime > currenttime then
Cluster Connectivity Createðcluster connectivitytable,
gwentry:gwaddr; clusterentry:clusterid; gwentry:hopcount ,
gwentry:originator; gwentry:seqnum; gwentry:age;
gwentry:exptimeÞ

end if
// Deallocate Temp Mapping Entry
Pmo DeAllocðgwentryÞ

endfor
// Process Temp Cluster Connectivity
Pmo DeAlloc ðclusterentryÞ

endfor
// Share Cluster Connectivity
message:clusterconnectiv ity LIST_CREATE()
for eachclusterentryincluster connectivitytable

// Create and Allocate a new Cluster
conntuple Pmo AllocðConnectivity TuplepmhÞ
// Create a new Cluster List
conntuple:gateways LIST_CREATE()
for eachgwentryinclusterentry:gwtable do

if gwentry:exptime < 0 then
continue

end if
if gwentry:seqnum ¼ �1
gwentry:seqnum  message:seqnum

end if
// Allocate a new Cluster Connectivity Structure
newtuple Pmo AllocCluster Connectivity Tuplepmh

// Set the available parameters
newtuple:hopcount  gwentry:hopcount

newtuple:gwaddr  gwentry:gateway
newtuple:age gwentry:age
newtuple:originator  gwentry:originator
newtuple:seqnum  gwentry:seqnum

newtuple:exptimegwentry:exptime � currenttime

// Insert Cluster Connectivity structure into list
LIST_INSERTðconntuple:gateways;newtuple; TAILÞ

end for
// Insert the newly created Cluster into list
LIST_INSERTðmessage:clusterconnectiv ity; conntuple; TAILÞ

end for
. . .

end procedure

D. Palma, M. Curado / Computer C
Algorithm 4: Message Received Algorithm

procedure Process_Routing_Message(message)
. . .

srcaddr  message:srcip

clusteridmessage:clusterid

Ip Cluster Mapping Createðip cluster mappingtable; srcaddr ;

clusterid; trueÞ
for each mappingentryinmessage:ip mappingsshared do

// If this information comes from within the same cluster,
it will be always processed

// otherwise only if it does not contain an aggregated view
of this cluster

if clusterid – own clusteridand
Contains Clusterðmappingentry:clusterid; own clusteridÞ

then
continue

end if
Ip Cluster Mapping Create(ip cluster mappingtable;

mappingentry:ipaddr ,
mappingentry:clusterid; false)

end for
if clusterid – own clusterid// This Node is a Gateway

Gw Connectivity Createðgw connectivitytable; srcaddr ;

clusterid;1; ownaddr ,
�1;GW TIMECÞ

for each clusterentryinmessage:clusterconnectiv ity do
// Ignore information regarding the same cluster, as

well as
// information about the received cluster’s message
if Determine ViewðclusteridÞ ¼
Determine Viewðclusterentry:clusteridÞ

and Contains Clusterðclusterentry:clusterid;

own clusteridÞ
continue

end if
for each gwentryinclusterentry:gateways do

Gw Connectivity Createðgw connectivitytable,
srcaddr ; clusterentry:clusterid; gwentry:hopcount þ 1,

gwentry:originator; gwentry:seqnum;

gwentry:exptimeÞ
end for

end for
// Since this message comes from a different cluster, it

must not be processed
// by the OLSR protocol which only handles Intra-

Cluster Messages
return// Consequently, end the procedure

else// Message received from the same cluster
for each clusterentryinmessage:clusterconnectiv itydo

// Ignore information regarding the own cluster
(should only occur with out-of-date moving nodes)
if Contains Clusterðclusterentry:clusterid; own clusteridÞ

then
continue

end if
for each gwentryinclusterentry:gateways do

// A node does not need information about its own
connectivity

if gwentry:gwaddr ¼ own addr then
continue

end if

(continued on next page)
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⇑ (continued)

Algorithm 4: Message Received Algorithm

Cluster Connectivity Createðcluster connectivitytable,
gwentry:gwaddr ; clusterentry:clusterid; gwentry:hopcount ,
gwentry:originator; gwentry:seqnum; gwentry:age;
gwentry:exptimeÞ

end for
end for

end if
. . .//Link-state Routing Procedures

end procedure
The Cluster Connectivity information is the most relevant and
the only mandatory information to be added to existing routing
messages in conjunction with the Cluster Identifier. This cluster
information consists of a list of the existing gateway nodes
available within the considered cluster to another cluster and
its own characteristics. Each Gw entry contains information about
the required number of hops to reach the announced cluster
(these hops concern cluster hops, not node hops), and other
parameters such as its age and originator, which will be explained
with more detail later in this work. When new Cluster Connectiv-
ity information is created by a Gw node, it is temporarily stored
until a new periodic routing message is sent, including this infor-
mation. Such behaviour allows more accurate routing information
between all the nodes, avoiding incoherent routing tables and
overheads.

By using, a clustering algorithm information, the mapping be-
tween Node Identifiers and their respective cluster could be
known. However, in order to be independent from any other mech-
anisms, the inclusion of this additional information is also consid-
ered and should occur when a HELLO message is being prepared to
be sent. These Node ID mapping entries (mappingentry) correspond
to the pair of a node (ipaddr) and its containing cluster (clusterid).
The creation of these messages is shown in Algorithm 3.

In order to reduce unnecessary overheads, no IP mapping infor-
mation is added to TC messages since this information is already
present in HELLO messages. The remaining instructions in
Algorithm 3 are the same for both routing messages. Moreover,
the used IP mappings could be further aggregated, similarly to
[17], even though Deferred Routing does not rely specifically on
any IP distribution scheme, being able to work with any unique
identifier.

IP mapping information is only included in routing messages for
a short period of time whenever any new information is created.
For instance, if a node changes its cluster or a new node enters
the network, this new IP address will be sent through the affected
clusters which are the new node’s cluster, its sibling and the clus-
ter from where the node departed in the case of a moving node.

As a result of nodes being separated into different routing clus-
ters, each message must be processed according to its own cluster.
Therefore, a routing message is only received by the adopted link-
state routing protocol if it belongs to the same cluster of the node
that received it, ensuring intra-cluster routing. In order to imple-
ment this behaviour, the routing procedures were modified to
firstly obtain all the known IP Mappings – when processing HELLO
messages – and secondly to gather the existing cluster information
of the network. The information obtained from a received routing
message may be interpreted into two different ways, for the estab-
lishment of a new Gw (if the received message comes from a
different cluster), or for the knowledge propagation of existing
Gws within the cluster. Algorithm 4 represents these procedures.
Upon receiving a routing message, the information regarding
the existing clusters is conveniently processed either by creating
a new Gw entry, if a node received a message from a different clus-
ter, or by adding new information about a node’s own cluster. This
pre-processing is required for getting all the necessary details
about the network topology, aggregating the information accord-
ing to the Deferred Routing hierarchy, being able to choose the
appropriate Gws to reach a destination. Afterwards, in the case of
a routing message coming from a different cluster, it must be dis-
carded so that the link-state protocol is unaware of such message,
avoiding unnecessary processing, otherwise it is still considered by
the routing protocol for intra-cluster routing.

Additional procedures are used to maintain all the received
information for a limited period of time (exptime), guaranteeing that
no out-of-date information is used for routing data packets. These
procedures consist on removing old entries if they are not updated
within a predefined amount of time, while keeping an ordered list
of the existing Gws for each cluster. Moreover each generated Gw
entry has a sequence number (seqnum) and the ID of the originator
of such entry (originator), which is responsible for incrementing
the age of the Gw for each update it sends, in order to keep track
of duplicate or out-of-order information as well as knowing which
Gws are more reliable.

Algorithm 5: Inter-Cluster Routing

procedure Packet_Arrival_Handle(void)
. . .

Get_Packet_Information
// Look up the destination’s Cluster ID
ifCLUSTER_ID_LOOKUPðdestaddrÞ¼ �1 then// Cluster not found!

return
else

if (nexthop  NEXT_HOP_FINDERðdestaddrÞÞ ¼ �1 then
// Next hop not found!

return
end if

end if SEND_PACKETðnexthopÞ
end procedure

procedureNEXT_HOP_FINDERðdestaddrÞ
// Get the destination’s Cluster ID
ifðclusterid Cluster Id LookupðdestaddrÞÞ¼ �1 then

// Cluster not found!
return

else
if clusterid ¼ owncluster then

// Link-State Routing failure detected!
return �1

end if
end if
// Find the most suitable next hop
if gwentry Hash Table Getðgwtable; clusteridÞ then

// Get the next hop information from an ordered list
// (the first occurrence will be the best entry)
next hop tuple  List Accessðgwentry:gateway table;0Þ
numberhops  next hop tuple:hop count
nexthop  next hop tuple:gateway

end if
if numberhops – 1

// This node is not a GW, or it may not be the best within
its cluster

// Check if any other node has better connectivity
ifgwentry Hash Table Getðconnectivitytable; clusteridÞ then



Fig. 2. Deferred routing example.
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⇑ (continued)

Algorithm 5: Inter-Cluster Routing

// Get the next hop information from an ordered list
// (the first occurrence will be the best entry)
next hop tuple  List Accessðgwentry:gateway table;0Þ
if next hop tuple:hop count < numberhops then
numberhops  next hop tuple:hop count
nexthop  next hop tuple:gateway

end if
end if

end if
return nexthop

end procedure

procedureCLUSTER_ID_LOOKUPðdestaddrÞ
if

mappingentry Hash Table Getðip cluster mappingtable; destaddrÞ
then

return mappingentry:clusterid

else
return �1

end if
end procedure
2.2.2. Routing data traffic
Having the necessary knowledge about the existing clusters and

how they can be reached through the available Gws, it is still
necessary to correctly route each traffic packet. Whenever the des-
tination node is within the same cluster as the source node, the
link-state routing protocol should be able to correctly route any
packet. However, if source and destination are in different clusters,
the gathered cluster information will have to be used by extra
Deferred Routing procedures, responsible for inter-cluster routing,
ensuring that the packets are able to reach their destination. Since
the proposed routing paradigm is different from typical link-state
or distance-vector protocols, an end-to-end path is not established.
The packets are rather forwarded to the most suitable Gw capable
of reaching the desired cluster, using the Deferred Routing Hierar-
chy to get closer, cluster after cluster.

It is assumed that first, the intra-cluster routing protocol tries to
handle traffic packets, however, when it fails to do so, the inter-
cluster routing is used, processing the received packets as shown
in Algorithm 5. This routing procedure consists first of checking
if the node is a Gw to the desired cluster and then, if so, check if
there is a more suitable one within its own cluster. If the node
being considered is already the best Gw, it simply sends the packet
to the node in its neighbour cluster. Otherwise it queries the link-
state routing protocol to know how to reach the chosen Gw and
forwards the packet to the next hop in the routing table which,
in its turn, does the same until the Gw is reached.

2.2.3. Deferred Routing example
Taking into account the concept of Deferred Routing, the pre-

sented algorithms and Fig. 1, a node in cluster 12 shall have in
its routing table connectivity to clusters 11, 6 and 1. Considering
how routing messages are processed, this network perspective re-
sulted from routing messages received from clusters 11 and 6 as
shown in Fig. 2(a). Both these clusters have connectivity with clus-
ter 7 which, due to the View Determination Algorithm is perceived
as cluster 1. Even though neither cluster 11 nor cluster 6 explicitly
sent any routing messages to 12 and despite cluster information
included in routing messages concerns only the cluster in which
they were created, by overhearing these messages, cluster 12 is
able to create its own network perspective and announce connec-
tivity with cluster 1, adding an extra cluster hop.

Having the required routing information, cluster 12 is now able
to send data traffic to any cluster. For instance, if a data flow is to
be created with a node in cluster 10, the first worthy aspect is that
this node’s IP address will be only known as being in cluster 1.
Thus, after identifying the destination cluster, the sender node will
choose a gateway in its cluster with reachability to the desired
cluster. Since both cluster 11 and 6 have the same number of clus-
ter hops any of them might be chosen depending on a Gateway
Metric later defined in this work. When one of these clusters is
reached, the same procedure is repeated. A Gw node capable of
reaching cluster 1 is chosen and the message is forwarded to it,
using the OLSR routing table within the cluster. After reaching
the cluster 7, which in this scenario is the only possible cluster
to be reached, the destination of the data flow is no longer cluster
1 but cluster 4 instead, as depicted in Fig. 2(b). At this point, cluster
8 is directly connected to cluster 10 and could be an option. How-
ever, neither cluster 7 or 8 perceive cluster 10 and thus, the data
messages are automatically forwarded to cluster 9. Such decision
is straightforward since at cluster 7, direct connectivity exists to
cluster 4 and sending to cluster 8 would have an extra cluster
hop. Once the data flow has been received by cluster 9, as shown
in Fig. 2(c), being cluster 9 a brother sibling to cluster 10, all data
messages are forwarded to a Gw node with connectivity with
cluster 10.

2.3. A gateway metric for Deferred Routing

In the presented protocol, gateway nodes ‘‘overhear’’ their
neighbours’ routing information and consider themselves indirect
gateways to clusters which they are not neighbours with, increas-
ing their Cluster Hop Count connectivity by one. This approach al-
lows nodes to choose the appropriate nodes to forward data to
other clusters, but requires a robust scheme to guarantee that this
choice is not ambiguous between nodes within the same cluster.
Such aspect is important as the propagation of Gw information in
large scale networks is subject to delays and lost routing packets,
leading to routing inconsistencies and poor reliability.

A previous work, presented in [18], defines a new routing met-
ric which adds to the number of cluster hops extra relevant infor-
mation. On Deferred Routing, the choice of an appropriate Gw
throughout different clusters should consider using the most stable
and reliable gateway. These two aspects can easily be obtained
from the stored gateway age and expiry time information. The
age of a gateway is a property that reflects how stable a node is
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as gateway, being more stable for higher ages. Moreover, it is
important to be aware of how valid the existing information is,
since when a node receives information about a gateway, it may
be about to expire or it might just have been sent.

Taking into account the number of ‘‘cluster hops’’, a gateway’s
age and the validity of the existing information, which may be
more or less up-to-date, a suitable metric for reliable routing
may be derived, allowing robust routing in large scale networks.
However, in addition to the three defined parameters, it is also
important to understand what they represent and how they can
be used simultaneously. Representing adequately the difference
between possible values for the number of cluster hops is impor-
tant and requires a mapping to an appropriate function. As cluster
hops are being considered, the difference between 1 and 2 hops is
significant, however with higher hop values, the difference of 1
cluster hop may not be relevant as both are already undesirable.
This characteristic can be represented by a sigmoid function with
a predefined threshold hopth number of hops, according to the
network’s number of hops. The hop parcel hðxÞ of the metric is
defined in Eq. (1).

hðxÞ ¼ 1
1þ ehopth�x

ð1Þ

A gateway stability may be represented by its age, however, when
two gateways are compared, the difference between their ages must
be correctly understood, similarly to the number of cluster hops.
Depending on the number of refreshes/updates that a Gw receives
from a different cluster, its age is higher or lower. As a result, a
‘‘younger’’ gateway is less stable than an ‘‘older’’ one. However the
difference between their ages is not so significant when both have
already been stable for a long period of time, such that two gateways
with higher ages have similar stability factors. The metric’s age
parcel gðyÞ, presented in Eq. (2), mimics this behaviour. A routing
protocol which also considers stability is presented in [19], where
route stability is more important than the path hop count. Despite
using different metrics for link stability, this protocol still suffers
from typical on-demand protocol disadvantages such as flooding
and path retrieval delays, not being suitable for large-scale
networks.

gðyÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
y
p ð2Þ

Routing information is typically maintained only for a limited
amount of time, relying on updates to this information, so that it
does not expire. Usually, the most recent information should reflect
the correct network perspective. In spite of being recent, due to net-
work delays, newly created information may not have been deliv-
ered throughout the entire network, creating incoherent views of
the network. In order to avoid this, information ‘‘validity’’ should
take into account its expiration time. To achieve this behaviour,
the expiration time should be modelled into a function vðzÞ, such
that the threshold validityth represents the most valid information,
considering a maximum expiration time of MAXexpiry, as shown in
Eq. (3).

vðzÞ ¼ ððMAXexpiry � validitythÞ � zÞ2

ðMAXexpiry � validitythÞ
2 ^ validityth < MAXexpiry ð3Þ

By joining these three parameters into a weighted function,
each one mapped to its own function, a metric capable of providing
consistent views of routing tables in large scale networks is
achieved – even when using Deferred Routing, which only main-
tains limited information. This metric is presented in Eq. (4). The
maximum value for the metric will be 1, representing the worst
possible value for a gateway.

mðx; y; zÞ ¼ whop � hðxÞ þwage � gðyÞ þwval � vðzÞ ð4Þ
Furthermore, the metric can be adjusted to specific networks by
changing whop;wage;wval weights, as well as by tweaking the exist-
ing thresholds, tuning the results according to the existing scenar-
ios, such that:

Xi

i2hop;age;val

wi ¼ 1 ^ 8x; y; z 2 R : mðx; y; zÞ 6 1 ð5Þ

In the following section a methodology for the performance
evaluation of Deferred Routing is presented, defining two different
scenarios and appropriate evaluation metrics.

3. Performance analysis methodology

Wireless Ad-hoc networks have become interesting for future
networks due to their unique characteristics, such as being infra-
structure-less, mobile and self-X. As a result, a myriad of possible
scenarios has been proposed for these networks, from rescue oper-
ations to social events.

3.1. Objectives

Having defined the Deferred Routing concept as a new routing
approach for scalable Ad-hoc networks, a thorough evaluation of
its performance is required. When evaluating a new routing ap-
proach it is important to consider different aspects:

� identify the context in which the concept is inserted;
� determine if the concept solves the issues to which it is

proposed;
� ensure that the concept does not raise new issues itself.

Taking these 3 different aspects into consideration, the Deferred
Routing performance assessment must involve the evaluation of a
large scale network with dynamic characteristics, determining the
concept’s ability to handle mobility phenomenons and increased
routing information. Moreover, it is important to measure the
overhead introduced by this concept and its performance, in differ-
ent conditions.

3.2. Simulation conditions

In order to evaluate the performance of the presented Deferred
Routing paradigm (DefeR in the presented figures), two scenarios
incorporating different characteristics have been used. One of
these scenarios, from now on known as Scenario 1, has 3 distinct
mobility behaviours following the Random Waypoint Mobility
Model and another node setting without mobility. This mobility
model has been extensively used in literature and while some
works have shown some disadvantages in using it [20], it is still
widely used in recent works [21,22], as it provides a generic form
of mobility without being tied to particular applications. Moreover,
the random waypoint implemented in OPNET Modeler Wireless
Simulator [23] guarantees a uniform distribution of the x and y
coordinates within the boundaries of the scenario, as well as
different initial states (Pause or Moving) for each node, ensuring
a ‘‘steady-state’’ distribution of the Random Waypoint Model
[24]. Different node densities per cluster, as well as different traffic
flows throughout the simulation time, were defined, as presented
in the scenario’s description. The other used scenario, Scenario 2,
is a simple square area, with equal cluster densities. Static and
mobile versions of the scenario were simulated, using only one
type of traffic flows. These scenarios are both depicted in Fig. 3.

The simulations of both scenarios were performed using several
protocols in order to provide a thorough evaluation. In addition to
the Deferred Routing Scheme, the C-OLSR protocol [25], the AODV
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Fig. 3. Defined scenarios representation.
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reactive approach and the OLSR protocol were also evaluated. Since
the C-OLSR protocol presents 3 different approaches for routing,
the distributed version of this protocol was used as it avoids bottle-
necks from using Clusterheads in the clusterhead-based and hybrid
approaches.

The described scenarios were simulated using the OPNET simu-
lator, with a total of 30 runs per scenario, always using different
seed values and the Linear-Congruential Random Number Genera-
tor Algorithm, for a total simulated time of 15 min (900 s). The con-
sidered wireless nodes follow the IEEE 802.11 g standard [26], and
have a maximum range of 25 meters (Transmit Power of
2:27e�5 W) which should correspond to a realistic range of com-
mon wireless cards [27,28]. However, due to the accurate radio
model implemented by default in the OPNET Simulator, asymmet-
ric links or even unidirectional links may occur, as well as channel
errors and multi-path interferences, among others.

Regarding the Deferred Routing specific parameters, the hop,
age and validity weights, used for the presented metric, were 0.6,
0.2 and 0.2, respectively, according to the results obtained in a pre-
vious work [18]. All other simulation parameters not mentioned
here use their values set by default in the OPNET Modeler Wireless
Suite Simulator, version 16.0.A PL1.
3.2.1. Scenario 1 description
The first chosen scenario is intended to be dynamic and it has

been inspired in a University Department, representing one floor
where different clusters exist due to different rooms such as class
rooms, a library, a cafeteria and a big corridor connecting all the
rooms. All the clusters have 49 nodes which is the best number
of nodes handled by OLSR [29], and their specifications are de-
scribed in Table 1, where the speed and pause time intervals follow
Table 1
Clusters’ description.

Room type Area Mobility characteristic

Speed (m s�1) Pause time (s)

Class room 20 � 20 Static Static
Cafeteria 22 � 35 0.2–1.0 60–120
Library 22 � 35 0.2–1.0 180–600
Corridor 25 � 120 0.2–1.0 10–60

Table 2
Flows’ characteristics.

Flow Simulation time Packet size Inter-arrival time

1 (6�) Start:160;stop:280 s 4 kb 2–6 s
2 (6�) Start:280;stop:520 s 4 kb 2–6 s
3 (6�) Start:520;stop:760 s Exponential (1 kb) Exponential (1)
a uniform distribution. There are 6 Class Rooms with the same
characteristics, summing up, with the other rooms, to a total of 9
clusters. Traffic flows are the same for all the rooms, with 6 source
nodes which send data to nodes in their own cluster, and an
additional source node which randomly chooses a destination
node in the network, exploring the sense of community [16]. Every
source node creates 3 different flows during the simulation,
representing simple file transfers, interactive gaming and informa-
tion exchange [51], as described in Table 2. All the speed and pause
values presented within an interval are randomly chosen following
a uniform distribution.

3.2.2. Scenario 2 description
In order to provide a thorough analysis of the proposed routing

approach, a different scenario was also simulated, following a typ-
ical organization for wireless nodes which can be found in several
works (e.g. [30]), where nodes are deployed in a square area. This
scenario has a square area of 3 by 3 km, with 9 clusters of 49 nodes
each with an area of 1 km by 1 km, using the same flow character-
istics as the previously presented scenario except that all the flow
destinations are randomly chosen. Static and a mobile versions of
this scenario were defined, where all the nodes are either static
or mobile following the Random Waypoint Mobility Model, with
a pause time defined by a uniform distribution between 60 and
120 s. The mobile versions were defined with speeds within a
range between 0.2 and 1.0 m/s, as well as within a range between
8 and 9 m/s in a different simulation set. These speeds were de-
fined by a uniform distribution, being randomly chosen, corre-
sponding to the plausible velocity of a person walking (� 0:8 m/
s) and to the speed of vehicles in an urban scenario (� 8 m/s)
[31], which varies depending on the density of vehicles according
to existing traces in literature [32].

3.3. Evaluation metrics

Having defined possible scenarios for the evaluation of the pro-
posed routing approach, it is important to choose the appropriate
evaluation metrics to be used. One of these metrics is the path
length (hop count), from source to destination, which typically is
minimized by routing protocols, contrary to the Deferred Routing.
The average percentage of losses and end-to-end delay also reflect
a protocol’s ability to choose suitable paths and should be taken
into account. In addition to these metrics, it is also important to
measure the required resources and, therefore, routing traffic
overheads.

The topology awareness of a routing protocol is a metric repre-
sentative of a routing protocol’s stability and knowledge about the
network’s structure, registering topology changes during the simu-
lation. A topology change occurs whenever a new TC or a TC with a
higher sequence number is received and also when a TC entry is
deleted after expiry. Each topology change triggers a routing table
recalculation, however in order to reduce computational overhead,
the routing table is only recalculated by default at most every 1 s,
processing all the received topology changes between each recal-
culation. Such technique is compliant with the OLSR specification
and used in existing implementations [33,34]. Moreover, all the
analysed protocols use this improvement in order ensure a fair
comparison between them.

The amount of processed topology changes in routing table cal-
culation reflects a protocol’s stability and will also be analysed, re-
ferred as Average Topology Changes per Routing Table calculation
(AToCRT) and defined by Eq. (6).
AToCRT ¼ Number of Topology Changes
Number of Routing Table Calculations

ð6Þ
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The number of routing table calculations possible in a 900 s simula-
tion is defined in Eq. (7), with i being the simulation instant where n
Topology Changes occur. Since the number of topology changes is
influenced by the mobility of nodes, the different speeds used in an
evaluation will be reflected in the AToCRT metric and also on the to-
tal number of routing table calculations. In particular, with higher
speeds, an increased number of Topology Changes throughout the
time will trigger a higher number of routing table calculations, with
a maximum of 1 per second, as defined by f ðnÞ.

Routing Table Calculations ¼
X900

i¼1

f ðTopologyChangesiÞ;

f ðnÞ ¼
0 if n ¼ 0
1 if n > 0

�
ð7Þ

Additionally, since the OLSR protocol is used in the presented
implementation of the Deferred Routing and C-OLSR protocols,
the number of Multipoint Relay Nodes and of TC messages will also
be discussed in the evaluation. Since the AODV protocol is a reac-
tive protocol, the aspects related with topology awareness can not
be considered, but the overall routing performance will still be
evaluated.
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4. Simulation results

For the sake of comparison, every scenario was simulated using
the standard OLSR protocol, and the Deferred Routing scheme with
OLSR as link-state protocol, similarly to the work entitled ‘‘De-
ferred Aggregated routing for Scalable Ad-hoc networks (DASH)’’
presented in [35]. Moreover, all the mobile nodes are kept within
their clusters, even in the scenarios with the AODV and OLSR ver-
sions, allowing a fair comparison between all of them.

The following results have a 95% confidence interval obtained
from the central limit theorem which states that, regardless of a
random variable’s actual distribution, as the number of samples
(i.e. runs) grows large, the random variable has a distribution that
approaches that of a Normal random variable of mean m, corre-
sponding to the same mean as the random variable itself.

4.1. Scenario 1 results

In this scenario, in addition to the C-OLSR and AODV protocol, a
comparison between the Deferred Routing approach with two ver-
sions of the OLSR protocol is also presented. These two versions
were used in order to better understand the OLSR protocol’s high
memory and simulation time requirements. Comparing with De-
ferred Routing, the OLSR protocol consumes much more memory
(8 times more) for the same scenario, and for that reason a Limited
Memory version of this protocol, using the same amount of mem-
ory as the Deferred Routing approach, was used to present the per-
formance comparisons. These results are more significant, in
particular if one considers wireless mobile networks mainly com-
posed of processor and memory limited wireless devices such as
cellphones and personal digital assistants (PDAs) [36].

The performed memory limitation, Limited OLSR, consists in
ignoring memory allocations performed by the OLSR protocol
whenever the maximum limit is reached. This procedure was nec-
essary not only to allow a better comparison but also in order to
provide a useful comprehension of how the OLSR protocol per-
forms in memory constrained devices.

4.1.1. Path length
The total hop count is many times used as a routing metric by

several protocols in order evaluate their performance. Even though
the Deferred Routing approach does not really concern the number
of node hops, but essentially the number of cluster hops, Fig. 4,
which presents the average number of node hops, reveals that it
has a better performance than the standard AODV protocol which
aims at minimizing the number of node hops. Moreover, when
comparing the obtained performance with the OLSR and C-OLSR
protocols, similar results are achieved.

The standard implementation of the OLSR protocol has obtained
an average path length of 1.42 hops, similarly to the other proto-
cols. However, the Limited OLSR version had a slightly worse per-
formance, with an average of 1.90 hops which is better than the
path obtained by AODV but worse than the remaining protocols.
These higher path lengths may be due to less stable routing tables
and due to the on-demand procedure used by the AODV protocol
which return the fastest path available and not necessarily the
shortest.
4.1.2. Average losses and delay
In routing performance evaluation the percentage of registered

losses (lost bits) and average end-to-end delay are important as-
pects to take into account. In Fig. 5 the number percentage of losses
is represented in the left axis and the delay, in a base-10 logarith-
mic scale, is presented in the right vertical axis, showing once more
that the Deferred Routing approach outperforms the OLSR, C-OLSR
and AODV protocols. Both Deferred Routing and C-OLSR have a
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small delay, of 2.2 and 2.5 ms respectively. However, the C-OLSR
has nearly 5 times more losses while the AODV protocol, has 40
times more losses in addition to a higher delay of 191 ms.

Since the AODV protocol has an initial Route Discovery Time, it
is even less competitive as it takes, in average, 212 ms to complete
this route discovery process, with total initial delay of 403 ms.

Analysing again the performance of the ‘‘resource demanding
OLSR’’, it has a behaviour similar to the C-OLSR protocol regarding
both losses and delay. However, these results stand out from the
memory limited version, which has a significant amount of losses
(83%) and an average end-to-end delay of 16 s, performing much
worse than the AODV protocol. These losses and delay result from
the memory limitation imposed which has incomplete routing
paths as the OLSR requires a large amount of memory and process-
ing time to determine the shortest path available considering all
the 441 nodes.

4.1.3. Routing messages overhead
The most important aspects considering large scale routing are

typically related with the amount of routing traffic or routing over-
head, exchanged between the network nodes. This aspect depends
mainly on the routing protocol and it becomes clear that the De-
ferred Routing approach has a smaller overhead. Depicted in
Fig. 6, the presented scheme’s sent and received routing traffic is
only 15% of the corresponding total routing traffic by the C-OLSR
protocol.

On the routing traffic aspect, reactive routing protocols are typ-
ically more efficient as they do not periodically send routing mes-
sages. However, despite the good performance of the AODV
protocol, the Deferred Routing still generates less routing traffic.

Comparing with the typical OLSR protocol, only the Deferred
Routing and AODV protocols perform better as they either use
clusters or are reactive. However, the C-OLSR protocol also uses
clusters but has a higher amount of received routing traffic. This
is due to inter-cluster routing information needed by the routing
protocol.

The memory limited version of the OLSR protocol has less re-
ceived routing traffic than the normal OLSR and C-OLSR protocols,
even though it sends more routing traffic as it has less stable rout-
ing tables and Topology Control messages are not properly
forwarded.

4.1.4. Topology awareness
Fig. 7, presented in a base-10 logarithmic scale, shows the

average number of network changes, neighbour additions and
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deletions, and also two hop additions and deletions. All these
parameters reflect the stability and topology awareness of a rout-
ing protocol, and therefore, its reliability. As these parameters con-
cern OLSR specific operations, the AODV protocol is not considered.

Regarding topology awareness, the Deferred Routing and the C-
OLSR protocols have a similar behaviour as both consider the same
clusters. Moreover taking into account that both protocols use
OLSR within their clusters, the obtained results validate the De-
ferred Routing approach implementation.

The maximum number of topology changes processed in each
routing table calculation in a base-10 is presented in Fig. 8, reveal-
ing that the routing problems found with the limited version of
OLSR are due to an insufficient number of observed topology
changes. On the other hand the OLSR protocol reveals its instability
by processing a large number of topology changes, increasing the
complexity of each routing table calculation. The clustered version
of the OLSR protocol has almost half of the accumulated topology
changes registered by Deferred Routing, however, its inferior rout-
ing performance suggests that it might be missing important route
updates.

The Deferred Routing approach reveals that it is able to achieve
much better results than the standard version of the OLSR protocol,
having for example, 45 times less topology changes. This signifi-
cant difference is clearly an improvement towards scalable routing
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using OLSR as it requires less routing table changes, while being
more lightweight.

4.1.5. Average MPR count and sent TCs
Within the family of link-state routing protocols, OLSR stands

out for the use of Multipoint Relay (MPR) nodes in order to effi-
ciently propagate routing information between the network nodes,
without creating unnecessary overheads. The AODV protocol is not
considered as it does not have such messages or special nodes.

Fig. 9 shows how Deferred Routing is able of sending almost 5
time less Topology Control messages than the C-OLSR protocol,
even though both have a similar number of MPR nodes. This is
mainly due to the fact that the C-OLSR requires additional cluster
TC messages in order to propagate its routing information.

Returning to the OLSR protocol, Deferred Routing is capable of
enhancing a protocol’s own characteristics, requiring only 14%
MPR nodes of those required by the OLSR protocol, and sending 7
times less Topology Control (TC) messages.

4.2. Scenario 2 results

This scenario avoids biased results due to the usage of a specific
setting with particular characteristics. Typical wireless multi-hop
evaluations consider simple scenarios where all the nodes have
similar characteristics as used, for instance in [37,38] or [39].
According to this, further simulations were performed, using a fully
static and fully mobile scenarios with different speeds, comparing
the Deferred Routing approach with the OLSR, C-OLSR and AODV
protocols. The memory limited OLSR version, in this scenario, has
the same performance as the standard performance of the OLSR
protocol since it is a simpler scenario and no high memory con-
sumptions were registered.

4.2.1. Path length
The obtained path length (i.e. average number of node hops) for

this scenario, presented in Fig. 10, reflects the spirit behind the
Deferred Routing Scheme where the main target, as in similar
works [12,40], is scalable routing without necessarily finding the
path with a smaller number of hops. Particularly, for the static
scenario, the proposed approach has a higher path length when
compared with the remaining protocols.

In the mobile scenario at a lower speed, Deferred Routing pre-
sents a smaller path length than the AODV protocol but higher
than OLSR and C-OLSR. Despite this fact, the Deferred Routing
scheme has less losses overall in both scenarios, as depicted by
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Fig. 11. Moreover, for a higher speed, the Deferred Routing protocol
has a smaller hop count than all the other presented protocols.

4.2.2. Average losses and delay
Despite typically having a higher path length, the percentage of

registered losses by the Deferred Routing scheme is, for the static
scenario better than any of the presented protocols, as shown in
Fig. 11. With less than 2% of losses the Deferred Routing outper-
forms the OLSR, C-OLSR and AODV protocols which register more
than 9% of losses, up to 16%. Moreover, having a delay of 7 ms, pre-
sented in a base-10 logarithmic scale, it is also better than the
other protocols in which the AODV protocol stands out for having
a delay higher than 1 s.

For both mobile scenarios, the AODV protocol had the best traf-
fic delivery performance but a great amount of end-to-end delay,
taking sometimes more than 2 s. In addition to this, the Route Dis-
covery Time of the AODV protocol was in average 1 s. The high con-
fidence interval in AODV reveals some instability of the protocol, in
particular regarding the obtained delay. Conversely, the Deferred
Routing scheme has only 3% more losses than AODV at a speed
of 1 m/s with much smaller delay (around 10 ms).

Still concerning the mobile versions of Scenario 2, the C-OLSR
registered a higher number of losses when compared to the OLSR
protocol. This may be due to a slow update of gateway information
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when nodes move from their position, which may result from the
defined scheme in the distributed C-OLSR, where C-TC messages
have to be propagated between all the nodes in the existing clus-
ters [25].
4.2.3. Routing message overhead
In Fig. 12, the amount of sent and received routing traffic is pre-

sented. In the static scenario the Deferred Routing registers the
lowest routing overhead. These results are even more significant
when comparing with the AODV protocol which, being an on-de-
mand protocol should have low routing traffic, but yet it is higher
and presents a large confidence interval. This reflects the flooding
mechanisms that take place in the AODV protocol during the Route
Discovery Process.

Taking into account the scenario with lower mobility, the De-
ferred Routing scheme presents a slightly higher overhead than
the AODV protocol. Even though this indicates that the AODV does
in fact perform better in a moderate mobile scenario, it also suffers
from higher route discovery and end-to-end delays when compar-
ing with Deferred Routing. Moreover, not only does the Deferred
Routing solution clearly outperform the proactive protocols, but
it also outperforms the AODV protocol in the scenario with higher
mobility.
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4.2.4. Topology awareness
Fig. 13, presented in a base-10 logarithmic scale, shows that all

the obtained results for the average number of network changes,
neighbour additions and deletions, and also two hop additions
and deletions, are much smaller in Deferred Routing, for both static
and mobile scenarios, than the ones registered for the OLSR proto-
col. In fact, the number of topology changes is up to 10 times smal-
ler, showing that Deferred Routing renders a much more accurate
and stable network perspective. Moreover, apart from topology
changes in the static scenario, when comparing the Deferred Rout-
ing protocol with the C-OLSR approach very little differences are
noticed. The main difference between these two protocols is only
registered in the number of topology changes which is lower for
the C-OLSR protocol but which also has a larger confidence inter-
val, revealing more instability.

Regarding the different speeds in the mobile versions of this
scenario, the number of topology changes in C-OLSR and Deferred
Routing seems similar due to used logarithmic scale, being the
existing differences nearly imperceptible. In fact, the number of
registered topology changes, contrary to what would be expected,
is slightly lower at a higher speed. This is a consequence of how the
periodic updates are used by OLSR, which does not cope well with
mobility and fails to acknowledge topology changes in a timely
manner. Even though a higher mobility should trigger more topol-
ogy changes due to largest distances covered by nodes, it also cre-
ates more instability in the network, such that the OLSR protocol
does not acknowledge topology changes. However, the total num-
ber of neighbour additions and deletions increases with speed,
confirming that OLSR is not able to handle and deal with mobility
efficiently, even though new links are detected and removed.

Fig. 14, presented in a base-10 logarithmic scale, also reflects
the instability of the OLSR protocol generated by the increase of
nodes’ speed. In fact, both the OSLR and C-OLSR protocols register
an increase of the number of processed topology changes per rout-
ing table calculation. This increase results from the new routes cre-
ated by the moving nodes, however the Deferred Routing approach
is not as susceptible to node mobility, maintaining a similar value
of AToCRT at different speeds. Moreover, as previously shown, the
DefeR Routing proposal has an increased traffic delivery, confirm-
ing its better route handling.
4.2.5. Average MPR Count and Sent TCs
As stated before, the MPR nodes used by the OLSR protocol

avoid unnecessary Topology Control messages. In Fig. 15, it is pos-
sible to verify that Deferred Routing has similar number of MPR
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nodes when compared with the C-OLSR protocol. However, it re-
quires less TC messages, avoiding an additional routing overhead.

Comparing with OLSR, the Deferred Routing approach is capable
of reducing the number of required MPR nodes considerably and, as
a direct result, the number of sent TC messages is also smaller.
On the other hand, for both mobile versions of the scenario, the
C-OLSR has a higher transmission of TC messages when compared
with the OLSR protocol, due to the transmission of C-TC messages,
being only slightly affected by the increase of the speed of nodes.

In particular, with the increase of mobility, the connectivity
amongst nodes decreases and consequently the number of MPR
nodes increases. This leads to a higher number of sent TCs, reveal-
ing once again that the OLSR protocol has issues with mobility,
being less scalable. However, due to the Deferred Routing hierar-
chical organization, making use of different granularity levels for
the existing clusters, the MPR election algorithm is more efficient,
and this increase of TC messages is less significant.

4.3. Summary of analysis

The proposed routing approach has been evaluated in two dif-
ferent scenarios, revealing that it is able to efficiently reduce the
overall routing traffic required to manage a large scale network.
This was achieved by using the hierarchical aggregated views of
the network, increasing the reliability of the existing routing infor-
mation and avoiding unnecessary network disruptions.

The Deferred Routing protocol presented a higher hop count in
some scenarios when compared with other alternatives. However,
the obtained results show that it is more stable and has less rout-
ing overhead, presenting better performance regarding traffic
delivery and delay when compared with other protocols.

Another important conclusion obtained from the provided re-
sults is that a memory limited version of the OLSR protocol, in or-
der to correctly operate in most of wireless capable devices, is not
capable of providing an acceptable routing performance.

5. Related work

The creation of infrastructure-less wireless Ad-hoc has long
been an ambition of several authors, leading to the development
of different types of routing protocols, with different approaches.
From the well known existing routing protocols for wired net-
works, proactive routing protocols such as OLSR [5] or DSDV [2]
have been proposed, however, these suffered from large overheads,
in particular in dynamic networks, exchanging unnecessary or
inaccurate routing information. A different paradigm was then at-
tempted, changing the routing protocol from proactive to reactive,
where routing information would only be transmitted when a node
wants to exchange data with another. Despite avoiding the storage
of inaccurate routing information, reactive protocols can generate
a heavy load on the network when flooding routing packets for
route retrieval, especially if there are different traffic flows. More-
over, when a node desires a routing path, the wanted route retrie-
val always suffers from an initial delay, which may not be suitable
to some types of traffic.

Two different classes of routing protocols for MANETs have also
been defined. One of these routing classes combines both the pro-
active and reactive routing schemes, typically in conjunction with
clustering algorithms, named hybrid routing. Another routing class
relies on nodes’ positions, either for cluster formation, or for rout-
ing with the use of graph theories to reach the desired destinations.
However these protocols, such as [41] typically require the usage
of GPS devices, which may not always be available. Both hybrid
and location based routing approaches are known for having rout-
ing hierarchies, even though proactive and reactive hierarchical
schemes also exist.

Some hierarchical protocols, such as DASH, are entirely proac-
tive and still have an infrastructure associated to routing. In a sim-
ilar way, some Reactive Routing approaches have also used
hierarchies to increase their performance. Also, hybrid routing
schemes are well known for their commonly present hierarchy
definitions. The most relevant ones, regarding proactive, reactive
and hybrid hierarchical approaches are described next.

5.1. Hierarchical routing protocols

The definition of specific hierarchies by different routing proto-
cols has commonly been used aiming at keeping the protocols
more scalable. In contrast with typical flat routing protocols, hier-
archical protocols usually exchange their routing information in
different ways, according to a cluster or node hierarchy level. Well
defined hierarchies are usually more common in hybrid routing
protocols, however, hierarchical routing can also be found in pro-
active and, even though less frequently, in reactive routing
protocols.

5.1.1. Hierarchical proactive protocols
The usage of hierarchies in conjunction with proactive routing

approaches can be observed as a hierarchy of clusters, as an orga-
nized tree of addresses, or even as trees of paths forming a topol-
ogy. Several schemes exist and all attempt to efficiently handle
routing with the least overhead possible, as presented next.

STAR. The ‘‘Source-Tree Routing in Wireless Networks Proto-
cols’’, STAR [40], is a link-state protocol which has on average less
overhead than on-demand routing protocols. Its bandwidth effi-
ciency is accomplished by restraining the dissemination of link-
state information only to the routers in the data path towards
the desired destinations. STAR also creates paths that may not be
optimal while avoiding loops, such that the total available band-
width is increased. Moreover STAR has specific mechanisms to
know when update messages must be transmitted to detect new
destinations, unreachable destinations, and loops.

Despite being able to scale, as each node only maintains a par-
tial topology graph of the network, the STAR may suffer from large
memory and processing overheads in scenarios where constant
mobility may report different source trees, and routing paths are
too big due to the network size.

MMWN. In the work entitled ‘‘Multimedia support in Mobile
Wireless Networks’’, MMWN [42], the authors propose an architec-
ture consisting of two main elements, corresponding to different
node types, which can either be switches or endpoints. Both of
these can be mobile, however only switches can route packets
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and only endpoints can be sources of or destinations for packets.
This protocol also keeps a cluster hierarchy as a location manage-
ment scheme, capable of obtaining the address of an endpoint. This
information is kept as a dynamic distributed database, such that in
each node there is a location manager node.

The proposed hierarchy allows the necessary amount of routing
messages to be reduced, such that only location managers are re-
quired to update their information and only then perform the loca-
tion finding process. However, this aspect is also negative on the
overall performance of the protocol, as routing is strongly related
with the hierarchy of the network, making the routing process
complex and being vulnerable to disruptions when location man-
agers change.

CGSR. Another proactive hierarchical routing protocol is the
‘‘Cluster-head Gateway Switch Routing’’ protocol, CGSR [43],
where nodes are also grouped into clusters. This protocol relies
on a cluster-head node to keep routing information about its clus-
ter, and all other nodes only need to know the routing path until
their own cluster-head. Additionally, all the inter-cluster routing
is also processed by the cluster-head which connects to remaining
clusters’ cluster-head nodes.

Even though the proposed cluster hierarchy may reduce the
amount of flooding for dissemination of routing information, as
only the cluster-heads are responsible for this task, the process
of maintaining these clusters involves additional overheads, in par-
ticular the election of an appropriate cluster-head node. Moreover,
this special node will always represent a bottleneck on each clus-
ter, overloading it and possibly leading to a faster energy depletion,
and consequent cluster-head re-election.

C-OLSR. The work entitled ‘‘Cluster-based OLSR extensions to re-
duce control overhead in mobile Ad-hoc networks’’, C-OLSR [25],
proposes an extension to the OLSR protocol by introducing a clus-
ter organized network. The authors propose a scheme where the
existing clusters are considered as nodes themselves, using the
MPR concept created by OLSR applied to clusters. This structure,
in conjunction with the definition of C-HELLO and C-TC messages,
allows the maintenance of paths among the existing clusters while
reducing the required amount of routing information, as only MPR
Clusters generate C-TC messages.

Even though this paper uses the OLSR protocol for intra-cluster
routing, proposing the mentioned C-HELLO and C-TC extensions to
support a clustered network, the propagation of these new mes-
sages across clusters may have a negative impact. Moreover, the
proposed mechanisms may suffer from mobility phenomena
which, as in other approaches, require an additional overhead of
updating the entire network structure.

DART. Inspired on a previously work on a Dynamic Addressing
paradigm, the authors propose DART, ‘‘Dynamic Address Routing
for Scalable Ad-hoc and Mesh Networks’’ [4], a proactive hierarchi-
cal approach that efficiently manages the organization of nodes into
zones for large scale networks. Address allocation and lookup are
the main drawbacks of this proposal. However the published work
presents schemes to tackle these problems showing how addresses
can be allocated taking into account node positioning, building a
tree with l levels where l is the number of bits used in the routing
address. A clear distinction is made between routing address and
the identity of a node (a unique identification tag) since the routing
address is dynamic and changes with node movement, contrasting
with the node identifier which is always the same.

The three most important functionalities in DART are, first, the
address allocation responsible for maintaining one routing address
per network interface according to the movement and current po-
sition of a node; second, the routing which determines how to de-
liver packets from source to destination and, finally, the node
lookup which consists in a distributed lookup table in charge of
mapping identifiers to network addresses.
The DART proposal reveals to be an efficient solution for routing
in large scale Ad-hoc networks, however for small networks the
Dynamic Address Heuristic has a strong overhead impact and in
general it is difficult to implement, as the distributed lookup table
is hard to manage.

5.1.2. Hierarchical reactive protocols
The usage of Hierarchical Reactive Protocols is modest when

compared with proactive or hybrid routing approaches. This is
most likely due to the fact that most well defined hierarchies re-
quire constant updates in order to be efficiently kept, going against
the concept behind Reactive Routing, which only exchanges rout-
ing information when required. Nevertheless, some Hierarchical
Reactive protocols do exist and are described in the following
paragraphs.

CBRP. As an attempt to create a scalable proactive routing pro-
tocol, the ‘‘Cluster Based Routing Protocol’’, CBRP [44], proposes a
variation of the ‘‘Min-Id’’ [45] for cluster formation, restraining
the typical flooding required by proactive protocols within each
cluster. By relying on flooding between cluster-heads in different
clusters, adjacent clusters can be known, and thus routing over-
head reduced.

As a 2-level hierarchy, this protocol can be scalable to a certain
extent, however, the typical cluster formation and cluster-head
election overhead still exists. Even though node mobility does
not necessarily lead to inaccurate routing table calculations, as it
would happen with a proactive approach, the inherent route retrie-
val propagation delay may lead to temporary loops.

Hi-AODV. As the name indicates, the ‘‘Hierarchical AODV Rout-
ing Protocol’’, Hi-AODV [46] is a hierarchical version of the well
known AODV routing protocol, using a tree based on cluster-heads
for the creation of the concept of virtual nodes, which correspond
to a typical cluster. The cluster-head is the only node responsible
for handling control packets and managing the routing table of
its own internal cluster. Having a tree composed of clusters seen
as a virtual node, allows Hi-AODV to reduce the number of control
packets and avoid additional overhead,

In addition to the already mentioned challenges and overheads
related to the maintenance of clusters and their cluster-heads,
again, it is clear that even though routing overheads can be re-
duced, the cluster-head will always have to be part of any routing
path, leading to non-optimal paths, and additional interferences in
the vicinities of cluster-heads.

5.1.3. Hierarchical hybrid protocols
Quite a few Hybrid Routing protocols for Ad-hoc networks can

be found in the literature, however, despite the fact that many rely
on clusters or well defined zones, not many implement a hierarchi-
cal routing scheme. The following protocols propose a hybrid rout-
ing scheme capable of retrieving inter-cluster information in a
reactive approach, avoiding the necessity of restraining routing
information in cluster-heads to reduce the overall overhead. How-
ever, on a downside, inter-cluster communication may be subject
to route retrieval delay if no previous path has been maintained
in cache.

ZHLS. The ‘‘Zone-based Hierarchical Link-State’’ routing proto-
col, ZHLS [47], is characterized by dividing the network into non-
overlapping zones where two different routing paradigms are
used: proactive routing within the zones and reactive between dif-
ferent zones. This proposal alleviates single points of failure and
bottlenecks by not being dependent on cluster-head nodes and,
at the same time, by maintaining a scalable hierarchy based
topology.

One important assumption, and a possible limitation from this
protocol is that each node knows its own position (for instance
by using GPS) and consequently its zone ID which is directly
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mapped to the node position. With this approach packets are for-
warded by specifying in their header the zone ID and node ID of
their destination.

The division of the network into a number of zones depends on
factors such as node mobility, network density, transmission
power and propagation characteristics. The geographic awareness
is much more important in this partitioning process as it facilitates
it when compared to radio propagation partitioning.

In addition to the limitation of requiring some positioning sys-
tem, the ZHLS protocol requires that all nodes exchange inter-zone
flooding information when only gateway nodes need this routing
information for calculating the shortest path between different
zones. Moreover, the ZHLS is susceptible to a route retrieval delay
when establishing inter-zone paths, as reactive routing is used for
this purpose.

DDR. Another hierarchical hybrid routing protocol, the ‘‘Distrib-
uted Dynamic Routing’’ algorithm, DDR [48], for mobile Ad-hoc
networks, is a tree based routing protocol which consists of six dif-
ferent stages where an election of the preferred neighbour is made,
followed by the forest construction which creates a suitable struc-
ture for the wireless network, allowing an improved resource uti-
lization. Afterwards intra and inter tree clustering is performed,
followed by zone naming and partitioning. Zones are responsible
for maintaining the protocol scalable and reducing the delay.

While DDR creates and maintains a dynamic logical structure of
the wireless network, the ‘‘Hybrid Ad-hoc Routing Protocol’’, HARP
[49] finds and maintains routing paths. The HARP protocol aims at
discovering the most suitable end-to-end path from a source to a
destination by using a proactive intra-zone routing approach and
a reactive inter-zone scheme, by performing an on demand path
discovery and by maintaining it while necessary.

Even though the DDR algorithm does not require any sort of clus-
ter-head for cluster maintenance, the possibility of some nodes
being chosen as preferred neighbours by other nodes may lead to
the creation of bottlenecks as they would be required to transmit
an increased amount of both routing and data packets. It is impor-
tant that the choice of preferred neighbours is balanced so that the
overall performance of the protocol does not get compromised.
Moreover maintaining the entire logical structure of the network
may be somewhat heavy, depending on how dynamic nodes may be.

Hierarchical routing is expected to improve resilience to mobil-
ity [50]. However, to the extent of our knowledge there is still no
hierarchical routing protocol which aggregates cluster information
with different granularity levels, such as proposed by Deferred
Routing, being the least disruptive approach taken by Hybrid Hier-
archical protocols which use Reactive Routing for inter-cluster
paths. The presented routing concept is more effective in support-
ing node mobility, as the changes of cluster only affect sibling clus-
ters in the hierarchy, not disrupting the routing tables of any other
clusters, while always having inter-cluster paths available with no
inherent delay. The management of clusters also represents an
additional overhead, even though small [15], to the operation of
the Deferred Routing proposal. However, as opposed to some of
the presented solutions, despite requiring a cluster organization,
no specific clustering algorithm is required, having no need for
the usage of cluster-heads for reducing routing traffic, as it is al-
ready reduced by aggregated views of the network.
6. Conclusion

An innovative routing approach named Deferred Routing has
been proposed for infrastructure-less wireless networks. It stands
out for supporting large scale networks with a reduced routing
overhead. The presented scheme is resilient to mobility phenome-
nons, due to the proposed hierarchical aggregation of clusters,
providing network stability with the achieved topology awareness.
Moreover, this scheme does not require any additional routing
messages, nor does it rely on any unrealistic assumptions.

The concept presented in this work can be applied to any typical
link-state routing scheme, requiring minor changes in order to
handle hundreds of mobile nodes. Also, regarding the formation
of clusters, there is no specific assumption on the used clustering
scheme, as it is flexible enough to support any available solution.

Results obtained in two different scenarios reveal that the De-
ferred Routing contribution is relevant for improving the traffic
performance delivery, while reducing the required amount of rout-
ing traffic. The presented routing approach was compared against
the proactive OLSR protocol, the reactive AODV protocol and the
cluster-based C-OLSR protocol. The results showed Deferred Rout-
ing as being more efficient regarding traffic delivery, end-to-end
delay and total routing overhead.
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